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pH-responsive perylene-ended amphiphilic homopolymers can self-assemble into flower-like structures by pH-adjustment. Both the π−π stack of perylene end groups and electrostatic repulsion effect of the polymer chains contribute to the pH-responsive self-assembly in aqueous solution.

Perylene derivatives are key chromophores with high chemical and photochemical stability, high molar absorptivity, and high fluorescence quantum yields.1 They readily form regular self-assemblies in organic solvents due to strong π−π interaction provided by the benzene rings. This self-assembling behavior in organic solvents and the applications of the self-assemblies have been studied intensively.2 Recently, Zang’s group reported the well-defined one-dimensional self-assemblies of N,N’-di(propanoic acid)-perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic diimide (PDI-PA) in aqueous solutions by pH triggered hydrogelation.3 Unlike PDIs, perylene-3,4-dicarboxylic acid monoimides (PMIs) have asymmetric structures at the imide positions. The self-assembly behaviors of asymmetric PMIs are studied, but only on small molecular level.4 The self-assembly of PMI-ended macromolecules has not been reported yet. Therefore, it is of high interest to prepare PMIs-based polymers and investigate their self-assembly behavior.

Small-molecule amphiphiles (surfactants and lipids) and amphiphilic block copolymers have been studied for many years because they can form a variety of self-assembled aggregates, such as spheres, rods, vesicles, lamellae, and worm-like structures.5 Particularly, stimuli-responsive or smart block copolymers have aroused great interest in their self-assembling behavior. By changing the solution environment, the copolymers can be tuned between double-hydrophilic (double-hydrophobic) and amphiphilic; thus, the self-assemblies are sensitive to the surroundings, such as the pH value, temperature, and pressure.6 Recently, aimed at simplifying the synthesis route of polymers and providing nanoparticles with new structures, the self-assemblies of homopolymers have been studied. The self-assembly behavior of styrene-based amphiphilic homopolymer was first reported by Arumugam et al.7 Du’s group introduced a series of self-assemblies with different reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) end groups and demonstrated that a small amount of hydrophobic end-groups significantly affected the self-assembly behavior of the homopolymers.8

In this communication, we reported two PMI-ended polymers (P1 and P2, Scheme 1) bearing primary amines and their pH-responsive self-assemblies. The fluorophore PMI moiety provides a large rigid hydrophobic surface, whereas the flexible poly(amino ethyl methacrylate) (polyAEMA) behaves as a pH-sensitive hydrophilic moiety. The fluorophore-ended amphiphilic homopolymer, fabricated into pH-sensitive flower-like structure, is the first example of PMI-ended amphiphilic homopolymer with pH-responsive self-assembly that is caused by the π−π stacking of hydrophobic PMI moieties and the electrostatic repulsion of the weak polyelectrolyte polyAEMA.

P1 and P2 were synthesized by atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) followed by the removal of protective groups. PolyAEMA is a weak polyelectrolyte and its pKa value has been reported to be about pH 8.9 In order to study the effect of electrostatic repulsion on the assemblies, we designed and synthesized PMI-based polyAEMA with short (P1) and long (P2) repeating unit. PMI is a typical fluorophore with the absorption peak around 500 nm (Fig. S3, ESI†).10 The UV-vis spectra of P1 and P2 were monitored at various pH values (Fig. 1). As the pH values increase from 2 to 12, the maximum absorption peak around 500 nm decreases gradually because of the protonation of polyAEMA under acid conditions. This decrease is accompanied by the appearance of a new absorption peak at 550 nm in the spectra of P1 and P2, and this observation is attributed to the π−π stacking state of perylene derivatives.11 The UV-vis spectra indicate the pH-responsive aggregation of both P1 and P2 in aqueous solution and this inspired us to investigate the self-assembly behaviors of P1 and P2 after the solvent evaporation.

![Scheme 1 Chemical structures of P1 and P2](image)

![Fig. 1 pH-dependent UV-vis absorption spectra of (A) P1 and (B) P2](image)
The morphologies of the PMI-ended amphiphilic homopolymers P1 and P2 were investigated at various pH values on the surface of silica by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Each polymer was first dissolved in water to form a homogeneous solution (3×10^{-3} M) and then diluted 100 times to form a solution with a given pH value. The sample was then placed under ambient conditions to allow the solvent to slowly evaporate for about 10 h. Fig. 2 shows the morphologies of P1 and P2 under different pH conditions. The aggregations of P1 (pH > pKa = pH 8) present leaf-like structures of 1.5 µm in length and about 700 nm in width (Fig. 2A, 2B). The assembled flower-like structures of P1 show inconspicuous changes upon pH adjustments over the range 12-2 (Fig. 2A, 2C, 2D). On the other hand, the flower-like structures of P2 self-assemble only under alkaline conditions from pH 10 to pH 12 (Fig. 2E). P2 transforms into sphere-type assemblies around pH 8 (Fig. 2G) and disaggregates under acidic conditions (pH 2 to pH 4, Fig. S5). The flower-like aggregates of P2 at pH 12 are formed by the linkage of nanobelts with an average length of 4 µm and an average width of 250 nm (Fig. 2F). For comparison, the homopolymer polyAEMA without PMI end-group was also observed by SEM under the same conditions. Fig. S6 (ESI†) clearly shows a homogeneous film without any flower-like aggregates. The results indicate that the flower-like or sphere-like assemblies of PMI-ended amphiphilic homopolymers are induced by the π-π interactions of the hydrophobic PMI moieties.

Interestingly, the disaggregated structures of P2 in acidic solution are recovered as flower-like assemblies by adding a small amount of NaOH solution (0.1 M) (Fig. 2H). The observed small white crystals are NaCl, as confirmed by the blank experiment without homopolymer under the same conditions (Fig. S7, ESI†). These results indicate that the self-assembly behavior is influenced by the electrostatic repulsion of the weak polyelectrolyte. In acidic solution, the polymer chains are protonated and fully extended. P2 bears long polyAEMA chains; thus, the electrostatic repulsion is stronger than the π-π interaction of PMI. As a result, the flower-like structures of P2 are disaggregated by this strong electrostatic repulsion. Unlike those of P2, the flower-like structures of P1 with short polyAEMA chains did not disaggregate at low pH values (Fig. 2D) because the electrostatic repulsion force is relatively low and can not disintegrate the assemblies. By alkalizing the solution to pH 8 (about the same as the pKa value), the polymer chains are partly deprotonated. Thus, P2 aggregates into sphere-like structures due to the decline of the electrostatic repulsion effect (Fig. 2G). As the polymer chains are deprotonated at high pH values (pH > pKa, Fig. 2A), both P1 and P2 aggregate into flower-like structures because of the π-π stacking of PMI end-groups.

Light scattering (LLS) was used to further understand the morphology changes with pH variations. With increasing pH value of the solution, the hydrodynamic radius $<R_g>$ of P1 increases (Table S2, ESI†). The results further demonstrate that the electrostatic repulsion force affects the self-assembly of P1, but can not disaggregate the self-assemblies, which is in agreement with the SEM results. Table 1 gives the LLS results of P2 at different pH values. The average radius of gyration ($<R_g>$) and the weight-average molar mass of the microspheres ($M_{a,sphere}$) were determined by using a Zimm plot (Fig. S8, ESI†). The $<R_g>$/$<R_g>$ value can be used to characterize the morphology of the self-assemblies under different conditions.

Table 1. DLS/SLS results of P2 at different pH values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pH</th>
<th>$&lt;R_g&gt;$ (nm)</th>
<th>$&lt;R_g&gt;$ (nm)</th>
<th>$&lt;R_g&gt;$/$&lt;R_g&gt;$</th>
<th>$M_{a,sphere}$ (g mol$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$M_{a,sphere}$ (g mol$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>1.6×10^6</td>
<td>7413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.7×10^6</td>
<td>7870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>1.8×10^6</td>
<td>8481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>3.9×10^6</td>
<td>17727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>4.1×10^6</td>
<td>18636</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The concentration of the homopolymer is 3×10^{-3} M.
* $R_g = \int_0^\infty r^2 \rho(r) dr / \int_0^\infty \rho(r) dr$, where $\rho(r)$ is the mass density at r.
* $N_{agg} = M_{a,sphere} / M_{a,polymer}$.
for P2 at pH 2 and pH 4 are 2.04 and 1.22, respectively, which are close to the theoretical values for a Gaussian coil. As the pH increases to 8, the \(<R_g>/<R_p>\) value decreases to 0.78, indicating that the sphere-like structures are solid spheres. As the pH further increases to 10, the molar mass (M_w/sphere) increases, indicating the aggregation of micelles.13

Scheme 2 illustrates the self-assembly behavior of P2. P2 self-assembles into flower-like structures through three steps: (1) the amphiphilic homopolymer self-assembles into micelles at about the pKa value due to the π–π interaction of PMI, (2) the micelles aggregate at pH > pKa into nanobelts and nanoleaves, which subsequently conjugate into Y-junctions, and (3) upon solvent evaporation, the Y-junctions spread out from their root, acting as a branch to form flower-like structures.14 In acidic solution, the total protonation and full extension of the polymer chains greatly affect the self-assembly behavior. Thus, the polymer displays a normal Gaussian coil, which is stretched out in acidic solution. As the pH increases to around pKa value, the polymer chains are partly deprotonated. The decline of the electrostatic repulsion effect leads to the coiling of polymer chains, which indirectly influences the self-assembly of P2. Thus, P2 self-assembles to micelles around the pKa value. As the solution is further alkalized (pH > pKa), the polymer chains become totally uncharged. With the disappearance of the electrostatic repulsion effect, the micelles get together. During solvent evaporation, the aggregated micelles are stacked to form flower-like structures. The tunable morphologies of the flower-like structures indicate the potential applications of the polymer in pH-sensitive nanodevices. In the case of P1, the π–π stacking of PMI moieties plays the main role in the self-assembly due to the short polyelectrolyte chains, thus, the assembled structures do not depend on the pH value. Therefore, the assembled approaches are well interpreted.

Scheme 2 Self-assembly of PMI-based amphiphilic homopolymer P2 in response to pH variations.

In summary, the synthesis and self-assembly of two amphiphilic homopolymers (P1, P2) are reported. P1 and P2 are polymers with fluorophore PMI end group and polymer chains with different lengths. Due to electrostatic repulsion, the self-assemblies of P2 with long polymer chains are pH-switchable. On the other hand, P1 with short polymer chains shows inconspicuous changes with changes in pH. The effect of the electrostatic repulsion on the self-assembly is fully characterized by UV-vis spectroscopy, SEM, and DLS/SLS. The results provide an improved understanding of the nature of self-assembly involving the interaction between the π–π stacking of end-group moieties and pH-responsive polymers at the micrometer scale. This study provides not only a simple route to tune the morphology of PMI-ended homopolymer self-assemblies, but also the potential applications of PMI-ended homopolymer as a pH sensor in pH-sensitive nanodevices.
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